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76. On Quasi.normed Space. I

By Tomoko KONDA
(Comm. by K. KUNUGI, YI.J.A., July 13, 1959)

Recently a linear metric space which is defined by a quasi-norm
was considered by M. Pavel 1 and S. Rolewicz 2. In this paper,
we shall consider such a new linear space with the metric, and estab-
lish some results.

Definition 1. Let E be a linear space over the real field . A
real function ]i x ]i of x is called a quasi-norm with the power r if
it satisfies the following conditions.

1 IlxZTYit-itxtt-il Yil, for any x, yE.
2 ]]2x]]--[2 []lx [[, for ,) and xE, 0<rl.
8 [[x[[--0 if and only if x=0.

Let ] x] be a quasi-norm with the power r and let d(x,y)-[[x--y[[,
x eE, y eE, then d is distance in E. A linear topological space which
is defined by the distance d is called a quasi-normed space with the
power r.

Definition 2. Let E be a quasi-normed space with the power r
and if E is complete with the distance d. E will be called a (QN)
space with the power r.

a) By the trivial relations:

if 22, xx and yy, then we have the convergence x+yxWy,
2x2x. Hence (x,y)x+y. (2, x)2x are continuous on two vari-
ables.

b) From the relation:

we have

If we replace x and y, then we have

Thus we have the following relation
c) If x,x, then li ll i[

This follows from b).
Let E be a topological space, R an equivalent relation on E. We

generate the quotient topology on the quotient set E/R. It is the
strongest topology in which canonical map of E on E/R is continuous.
The set E/R, with this topology, is called the quotient space of E by R.
If E is a quasi-normed space, then the norm of a coset & in a quotient
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space E/R is defined as
lll[--inf{llxli; xe}.

Then we have the following theorem.
Theorem. If E is a (QN) space with the power r and N a closed

subspace, then the quotient space E/N is a (QN) space with the power r.
Proof. First, ]]dl]-0 if and only if there exists a sequence n

such that I! x []->0. Since d is closed, there exists a limit 0, so that
d !i-0 if and only if &--N.

Next,

_inf {llx II-ki]x il; x,
=inf If; {II II,

Similarly,

{!! ]i; !!
and t] & ]! is thus a quasi-norm.

If {den} is a Cauchy sequence in E/N, we can suppose, by passing
to a sub-sequence if necessary, that ]] &+--& ]] <2-. Then we can
inductively select elements xe& such that ] x+--x ]<2-. Since E
is complete, the Cauchy sequence {x} has a limit x0, and if &o is the
coset containing Xo, then [] &n--&0 ]] ][ Xn--X [] SO that {} has the limit
o. If a Cauchy sequence has a convergent sequence, then the original
sequence is convergent. Thus E/N is a (QN) space with the power r
if E is a (QN) space with the power r.

In general, metric spaces are not necessary complete. But every
incomplete metric space will be extended to a complete space. In the
case of a quasi-normed space with the power r, we may also prove
the completion theorem.

Theorem. If E is a quasi-normed space with the power r, then

the space may be regarded as a dense subspace of a (QN) space E
with the power r.

Proof. Let two Cauchy sequences, (x.) and (y) in E be called
equivalent if lira [ x.--y ][--0. It is clear that this is indeed an equiv-

alence relation, and that a class of equivalent sequences either all
converges to the same point of E or does not converge at all. In the
latter case the class of equivalent sequences determines a hole. We
now define a new point with every hole. Let E be the set of old
(all points of E) and new points. After this, let us denote an old
point by x, a new one by y and any one of E by z.

Let z and z be two points of E, and (Xn) be, for i--1 and 2,
a sequence converging to z.
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The sequence of numbers !! z,--x. !i converges to a limit as n-->c,

as m, n-->. This limit is unchanged by replacing (Xn), for i--1 and
2, by any equivalent sequence. Therefore the limit is a function of
the points z and z and we may denote it by

z ][o satisfies the conditions for a quasi-norm with the power r.

a !!110-0, hat is, lira it = !1-0 if and only if -0
as e, herefore i must be z=0.

If z and z are old points, 11-11-
!! -= ii. It has thus been shown that tl z !!0 determines a quasi-normed

space N wih the power e in which N is contained isometrically.
If () is a Cauehy sequence of old points defining the new point, then zg in N, for since (z, z,...) is one of the sequences con-

verging to z in N and

Thus N is dense in N.
Leg (z) be any Cauchy sequence in N and z. an old point such

that Ii- !0<. Then

0
as m,. Thus (z) is a Cauchy sequence in N. Le z be the

corresponding point of (z) in N. Then

II z-z lloi{ z=-x !to+!t z=-z iloO
since -z in E. Thus the sequence (z) is convergent in the space

E Therefore the space is complete and is a (QN) space.
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